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Introduction to FOI Workshop
A FIPA workshop on filing FOI requests and navigating common FOI difficulties

About BC FIPA
The BC Freedom of Information and Privacy Association (FIPA) is a non-partisan, non-profit
society that was established in 1991 to promote and defend freedom of information and privacy
rights in Canada. Our goal is to empower citizens by increasing their access to information and
their control over their own personal information. We serve a wide variety of individuals and
organizations through programs of public education, public assistance, research, and law reform.
We are one of very few public interest groups in Canada devoted solely to the advancement of
freedom of information (FOI) and privacy rights.

For more than twenty years, FIPA has worked
tirelessly to defend and expand the reach of freedom of
information and to protect information rights.

Hosted by the BC Freedom of Information and
Privacy Association, with funding from the
Law Foundation of BC & the BC Gaming
Policy and Enforcement Branch.
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Getting Started with ATI/FOI Requests
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Project / Request Idea

•

Preliminary Research

•

1. Formal response and
verification

1. Determine access
regime(s)

•

Request Processing

2. Correspondence

2. Identify government
body / bodies

3. Clarification,
Extensions, and Fees

3. Review previous ATI/
FOI release packages

4. [Complaints]
•

Request Preparation and
Filing

Analysis and Follow-up
1. Review records and
official letters

1. Identify record types of
interest

2. [Complaints]
3. [Scan records for ideas
for follow-up requests]

2. Identify date range
3. Compose request
4. File request

For an expanded overview of the ATI/FOI process, see Access in the Academy, available through
BC FIPA: https://fipa.bc.ca/access-in-the-academy-bringing-foi-and-ati-to-academic-research/
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Accessing Previously Released ATI/FOI Records
Access to Information (federal) and Freedom of Information (provincial) mechanisms can be
used by eligible applicants to obtain government information. When the processing of a given
ATI/FOI requests is complete, the original applicant is provided with a release package
consisting of all ‘responsive’ records (subject to any exclusions, exemptions, etc.). After a short
time, the contents of these release packages become available to the broader public. Recently,
governments have been publishing request information and / or full release packages online. This
means that members of the public are able to access a variety of government records without
going through the process of filing original ATI/FOI requests. It also means that those who do
file original requests help to broaden the pool of available records.
Method:
BC Ministries and the Premier’s Office
•

Visit the BC Open Information website: http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/governments/
about-the-bc-government/open-government/open-information (or simply run a web search
for ‘BC Open Information’ - it should be the first hit) .

•

Click on ‘Search for published government FOI requests’.

•

This will take you to a search page. You can run keyword searches or click on the links to
specific ministries.

•

The search engine returns request file numbers and brief summaries.

•

When you click on a given file number, you will be taken to a page where you will have the
opportunity to download the entire release package (generally in PDF format).

•

There is no fee for accessing these records.

BC Municipalities and other government bodies
•

There is no centralized hub or search engine for municipal government records, so it is
necessary to ‘go straight to the source’. Some municipalities and provincial / municipal
government bodies include transparency / freedom of information links on their websites.
Some of these bodies make full release packages available for immediate and free download.
Other bodies invite interested parties to contact them in order to obtain release packages.

•

It can take some digging around websites to find the correct pages.
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Federal Government Records
•

The good news: there is a centralized search engine for federal government ATI release
packages.

•

The bad news: with very few exceptions, you will need to order release packages of interest
using an online order form. These packages will then be sent to you via post.

•

Visit the Government of Canada Open Government website: http://open.canada.ca/en .

•

Click on the Open Information link - then click on the Access to Information link - then
select ‘Search Access to Information Requests’ (http://open.canada.ca/en/search/ati)
This will take you to a search page. You can run keyword searches or click on the links to
specific federal government bodies.

•

When you identify a request of interest, you will be able to click on a link to ‘make an
informal request’ for the release package. This involves filling out a brief online order form.

•

Depending on the government body in question, it can take between one and four weeks for
your release package to arrive - typically in PDF format, on a CD.

•

There is no fee for making an informal request.

•

Tip: The informal request order page includes a field for ‘Additional Comments’. Request
summaries also indicate the ‘Number of Pages’ in the release package. If this number is low (
< 100), you may want to consider asking the government body (using the additional
comments field) to send you the package as an email attachment, rather than shipping it via
post. Note that release packages are ‘flattened’ photocopies of records, which means that
they are essentially large image files.
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Getting Started

1

Identify a general research
topic / idea that could be
explored using ATI/FOI.

Identify one or two key research questions
(things that you want to know).
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Request Preparation Checklist

Objective: Walk through the steps that connect the identification of a new research idea with
the preparation of an ATI/FOI request.

Go

Make a list of government bodies that
might have information that could help
you to explore your research question(s)

Make a list of the types of records that
might pertain to your research idea.

3
4

4
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Objective: Build on the ‘Getting Started’ exercise by drafting a formal ATI/FOI request.

Request Preparation Checklist

a with

Target agency is specified
Records of interest are clearly described
Optional: Contextualizing statement is included
Optional: Desired record format is described
Optional: Document versions of interest are indicated
Optional: Indication of types of records that are not of interest
ʻProblem phrasingʼ is avoided
Date range is indicated (if possible)
Contact information is included (and preferred mode of contact, if
desired)
Request form / letter specifies preferred method of viewing
records (attend government office / receive copies of originals)
Consider: Is the request too broad? Should it be split into several focused requests?

Government Body:

at
.

Description of Records:

4
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PRINCIPLES FOR ACCESS BROKERING
Excerpted from Access in the Academy, available through BC FIPA: https://fipa.bc.ca/access-in-theacademy-bringing-foi-and-ati-to-academic-research/
1. KNOW YOUR FILE: When you file your initial request, you will receive a letter confirming
receipt. This letter will contain three important pieces of information: (1) the official ‘date received’
for your request, which is the ‘day zero’ from which your request deadline will be measured, (2) the
file number for your request, which should be cited in all future correspondence, and (3) the name of
the analyst working on your file and his or her contact information. Upon receipt of your confirmation
letter, you should identify the approximate ‘due date’ for your request. Be sure to keep track of any
changes to this date due to extensions or pauses.
2. KEEP DETAILED NOTES: Keep a research diary that tracks every stage of the request process,
from formulation, through brokering access to the conclusion of your request. Your notes should
provide an account of all interactions with ATI/FOI analysts and your impressions about the request
process.
3. REQUESTS MUST BE INTERPRETED: There are multiple moments of translation and
interpretation associated with the processing of a given request. When drafting a request, you use
language that you feel best captures your objectives. This request must be interpreted by the analyst,
and then conveyed to the Office of Primary Interest (OPI). Queries from the OPI must be interpreted
by the analyst and then passed along to you. There are opportunities for misinterpretation and
uncertainty built into this process. When communicating with an analyst, be sure to take the time to
clarify concepts and clearly explain your intent. Make sure that you are on the same page.
4. DON’T RUSH IT: If you speak to an ATI/FOI analyst over the telephone (or communicate via
email), be sure to take your time to clarify what is being asked of you, and to ask follow- up questions
of your own. Ostensibly, the job of ATI/FOI analysts is to facilitate your quasi- constitutional right to
know and assist you in the navigation of the request process, so use them as a resource. If you are
asked about your purpose or intentions, be honest - explain the nature of your research project and
discuss your options.
5. BE PERSISTENT: If you contact a ATI/FOI analyst with a question about your file and you do not
hear back promptly, follow up. Remember: analysts are often working on many files at the same time,
each at a different stage in the request process. Requests sometimes migrate to the bottom of the ‘todo’ stack. One way to ensure that your request is handled in a timely fashion is to be an active and
persistent participant in the process.
6. GET IT IN WRITING: Insist that all proposed changes in the wording of your request be sent to
you via email. This will help you to know your file and to track its evolution. It will also allow you to
compare and contrast your original objectives with the outcomes of your request. If your ATI/ FOI
analyst proposes new/revised wording for your request that you understand and agree with, tell them
to proceed, but ask that they send you an email describing the revised wording. If your ATI/FOI
analyst proposes new/revised wording for your request that you do not understand fully, ask them to
send you an email describing the proposed wording. If you are still uncertain, check with a trusted
ATI/ FOI expert before proceeding. Whenever you authorize a change to a request, ask your ATI/FOI
analyst to explain whether and how it will alter the request timeline.
7. FOLLOW THE ‘HOT POTATO’ PRINCIPLE: Bearing all of the above points in mind, all queries
regarding your request should be treated like a ‘hot potato’ - your objective is to pass the potato back
to the recipient agency as soon as possible. Do not ‘hold onto’ queries or requests for clarification.
Answer questions promptly. Respond to messages. Where possible, never let any correspondence go
unanswered for more than a few hours. In many cases, requests for clarification also function as
‘pauses’ or ‘stopped clocks’ in the life cycle of a request. When an ATI/ FOI analyst sends such a
request, the timeframe for the processing of the request is paused until a reply is received. This means
that the longer you take to reply, the further back you push the deadline for the agency to respond to
your request.
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ADDITIONAL TIPS
1. File early, file often.
This is especially important when starting out. File requests when ideas strike you. Don’t be
daunted by the apparent complexity of the system. Try to craft good requests, but don’t let the
pursuit of a perfectly-worded application take up too much of your time.
2. An ATI/FOI file will move through the system at the speed of its most complex component
element.
This relates to the scope of a request. When you file an ATI/FOI that specifies a range of records,
take a moment to consider whether any one element is more likely than others to generate
extensions, delays, or requests for clarification. Consider filing a separate request for this
element. This may ‘free up’ the processing of the other records of interest. Alternatively, when
you encounter an extension or delay while a request is in- progress, consider asking for an
‘interim release package’ of the already-processed records.
3. Treat the entire ATI/FOI process as an opportunity for experiential learning.
Every experienced ATI/FOI user that I know learned the ins and outs of the process through trial
and error. Keep good notes while your ATI/FOI files are being processed, and especially during
any brokering that comes up.
4. Collaborate and ask questions
In my experience, veteran users of ATI/FOI mechanisms in BC and across Canada are glad to
answer questions and provide advice regarding the tricks of the trade. There is a great deal of
sharing (of tips, and of information) and collaboration within this community.
5. Know your rights, and stand up for them
Become familiar with the ATI/FOI laws that you are using, and make a habit of following the
decisions and investigations of Information Commissioners. If you feel that your information
rights have been violated, follow-up by launching a complaint or appeal.

Sample Request Life Cycle:
The following pages provide an overview of the life cycle of an FOI request filed with the City
of Surrey in 2017. This is a good example of a straightforward - and fruitful - request.
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Getting Started

1

Preliminar y
Research

Identify a general research
topic / idea that could be
explored using ATI/FOI.

Identify one or two key research questions
(things that you want to know).

The Surrey City Centre
“Response Plan” and the
related Surrey Outreach
Team. These are initiatives
related to the policing of the
‘Surrey Strip’, around 135A
St., and they started in Fall
2016.

•

How was the Surrey City
Centre Response Plan
organized? How has its
implementation been described?!

•

What kinds of costs are
associated with the Response
Plan?!

•

How has the Response Plan
impacted arrest rates in the
area around the Surrey Strip?

2

Objec

Request Preparation Checklist

Objective: Walk through the steps that connect the identification of a new research idea with
the preparation of an ATI/FOI request.

G

Make a list of government bodies that
might have information that could help
you to explore your research question(s)

Make a list of the types of records that
might pertain to your research idea.

•
•
•
•

A quick web search turned up
a Vancouver Sun article [http://

3

vancouversun.com/news/local-news/
surrey-unveils-plan-to-addresshomelessness-addiction-mentalillness-in-city-centre] that

indicates that “The plan is a
three-year pilot program and
a partnership between Surrey
RCMP and the city.”!
The City of Surrey falls
under the jurisdiction of the
BC FIPPA. The RCMP falls
under the jurisdiction of the
ATIA.

Reports, !
memorandums, !
budget documents, !
progress update
documents.

Request
Preparation

8
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Objective: Build on the ‘Getting Started’ exercise by drafting a formal ATI/FOI request.

Request Preparation Checklist

with

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

Target agency is specified
Request
Records of interest are clearly described
Preparation
Optional: Contextualizing statement is included
Optional: Desired record format is described
Optional: Document versions of interest are indicated
Optional: Indication of types of records that are not of interest
ʻProblem phrasingʼ is avoided
Date range is indicated (if possible)
Contact information is included (and preferred mode of contact, if
desired)
Request form / letter specifies preferred method of viewing
records (attend government office / receive copies of originals)

Consider: Is the request too broad? Should it be split into several focused requests?

Government Body:

t

4

City of Surrey

Description of Records:

City of Surrey reports, memorandums, and
budget documents associated with the City
Centre Response Plan launched by the City
of Surrey in partnership with the RCMP in
2016. The date range for this request is
November 2016 - present. Should any
clarification be required, I can be reached
via email at mike.larsen@kpu.ca .
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Request
Processing

1
2
3

4

This is a screen cap of a standard email receipt for an FOI request. Note the areas circled
above:
1. This is the file number for the request. It should be entered into your FOI journal / log, and all
correspondence should reference this number.
2. This is the official wording of the request according to the recipient agency (City of Surrey).
Because this request was filed electronically, it is almost guaranteed that this wording will
match the wording of the request that I submitted, but it is always important to check. Some
federal ATI requests must be submitted via post, and analysts are responsible for entering the
wording from the request form into the system. Errors may occur.
3. This is the statutory deadline for a response, and should be entered into your FOI journal / log.
4. This is the name of the analyst responsible for the file. It, along with any contact info, should
be entered into your FOI journal / log.
10
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1

2
3

4

5
This is a screen cap of a the City of Surrey’s response email:
1. Note that the date - July 4, is one day after the July 3 statutory deadline. If I had not received a
response on the 4th, I would have followed up via telephone and email.
2. The City of Surrey uses a file sharing system to send FOI records. Some organizations send the
records as an email attachment. Others send records on a CD via post.
3. This is a summary of the FIPPA sections that were cited to withhold information. It is important to
review the records ASAP, and to follow up if you think that information has been unreasonably
withheld.
4. Provincial and federal response letters include language about the right to request a review / file a
complaint. The provincial window is 30 days. The federal window is 60 days.
5. Note that the file appears to have changed hands. This is not a concern for this particular request,
but complex requests can sometimes be shuffled several times during its life cycle - and this can
impact the processing of the file.
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The above page is excerpted from the response package
(which was 34 pages in length). As is standard, the file is
a ‘flattened’ PDF, which means that you cannot run a
text search.
Upon receiving the package, one of the first things that I
did was to carefully review it for opportunities to file
follow-up FOI requests. A number of such opportunities
were identified.

s.15(1)(c

)

I also reviewed all of the redacted sections (see the page
to the right) and made notes about whether it seemed
worthwhile to challenge certain redactions. Where
material is redacted, you should see an annotation
indicating the relevant section of the applicable Act. In
this case, information was withheld pursuant to s. 15(1)
(c) of the FIPPA, which deals with police investigative
techniques.
13
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This is one of the passages from the release package that I flagged as an opportunity for follow-up
requests. It deals with a specific initiative - ‘Tracking and Transitioning Individuals Tenting on 135A
Street’ - that is relevant to this research, but about which I was unaware when I prepared the original
request. Note that the passage mentions a number of participating organizations - the City of Surrey, BC
Housing, and Lookout and Options. Based on this passage, I filed new requests with both the City of
Surrey and BC Housing:
City of Surrey:
Records related to the Housing Tracking initiative associated with the City Centre Response
Plan, including reports, progress reports, and briefing notes. Please note that I am not requesting
any correspondence records.
BC Housing:
Records related to the development of the Housing Tracking Table and broader Housing
Tracking initiative related to homelessness in the City of Surrey. Please include copies of blank
data entry forms / fields for the Housing Tracking Table, reports, memoranda, and briefing notes
related to this initiative, and copies of the Vulnerability Assessment Tool associated with the
initiative. The date range for this request is November 1, 2016 - present. Please note that I am
not requesting any correspondence records. If possible, I would prefer to receive records
electronically, via email. My email address is mike.larsen@kpu.ca .
You can see how the information from the initial release package informed the wording of these
requests - especially the BC Housing request. Note that specific record types - the ‘Housing Tracking
Table’ and the ‘Vulnerability Assessment Tool’ are indicated.
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